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Abstract—Increasing demand on wireless communications also
increases the issues related to communication security. Among
different security solutions, physical layer security have recently
been gaining many interests by the researchers. In this paper,
a survey study is provided in one of the most critical attacks,
namely spoofing attacks. When a legitimate transmitter stops
sending a signal to a legitimate receiver, the spoofer starts to
transmit a deceiving signal to the same legitimate receiver by
acting as if it is the legitimate transmitter. The aim of the
spoofer is to deceive the legitimate receiver. Within this concept,
we first review the detection methods and countermeasures to
spoofing attacks. To be able to evaluate the proposed techniques,
we discuss different metrics provided in the literature. Then, we
conclude the paper with the open issues.

Index Terms—Spoofing attack, physical layer security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless devices have acquired an important place in human

life due to providing numerous conveniences. Besides the

benefits of these devices, their broadcast nature brings various

wireless communication challenges in terms of security. To

tackle the security issues, different solutions were provided in

the literature. Most of the proposed techniques are based on

cryptology which is performed in upper layers of the wire-

less communication systems. Since the encryption techniques

increase the complexity with increasing the overhead of the

systems [1], current trend shifts the researchers towards the

security in physical layer.

Physical layer security studies can mainly be classified

under three groups [2]. The first group of studies focuses

on passive attacks such as eavesdropping. It refers to receiv-

ing/listening to the legitimate transmitted signal illegally. Since

the eavesdropper is passive, i.e., not propagating a signal, the

legitimate transmitter or receiver 1 cannot detect the eaves-

dropper. The second group of the studies is about the active

attacks such as jamming. When a transmitter sends a signal

to a receiver, a jammer transmits a jamming signal towards

the receiver with the aim of disrupting the communication.

Because of the jamming attack, the receiver cannot decode the

legitimate transmitted signal. The third group of the studies is

another active attack, spoofing. Spoofer transmits a signal to

the receivers. The aim is to deceive the receivers. As seen in

Fig.1, there can be two types of cases where the spoofing can

1The words ’transmitter and receiver’ refer to legitimate transmitter and
receiver throughout the paper.

be performed; a) when the transmitter stops transmitting the

signal, the spoofer can start to transmit a deceiving signal to

the receiver, and b) in the case of transmission phase between

transceiver, the spoofer can transmit the deceiving signal with

higher power to the receiver. So, the receiver would accept

the spoofing signal as legitimate signal while it rejects the

legitimate signal coming from the transmitter.

In the literature, a few survey papers are written about

physical layer security [3]–[5]. These studies examine the

security for a specific application such as cognitive networks,

smart grids. In this paper, we investigate the spoofing attacks

studies for all application areas in physical layer. Thus, it is

aimed to provide more comprehensive knowledge about the

spoofing attacks. Additionally, we also explain the metrics

utilized in the literature.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we mention what the security requirements are.

We provide the literature survey and metrics used in studies

in Section III and IV, respectively. In Section V, we draw the

conclusion and present the open issues in spoofing attacks.

II. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

Security in communication systems is a critical task to

be fulfilled by the technology providers. In order to achieve

a secure communication, the systems should satisfy some

requirements [6] as listed below. It should be noted that these

requirements are not necessary for only physical layer security,

but security in communication systems in general.

1) Confidentiality: When a data is sent, it needs to be

prevented from being disclosed to unauthorized users. Confi-

dentiality is especially important against passive attackers such

as eavesdroppers.

2) Integrity: The data is desired to be received by autho-

rized users as it is transmitted. Any alteration should not be

allowed to be performed by unauthorized users.

3) Availability: Availability refers to two things: 1) The

data should be accessible and available to all authorized users

when it is needed, and 2) The communication should be held

continuously.

4) Authentication: When a data is sent, it needs to be

confirmed that the data is coming from the legitimate user.

Especially, when a receiver is aimed to be deceived by the

attacker, this data should not be processed by the receiver.
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Fig. 1. In 1a, spoofer does not transmit a signal at the beginning. It
only listens the legitimate transmitter. When the legitimate transmitter stops
sending a signal to the legitimate receiver, spoofer starts sending the deceiving
signal. Also, in the second type of spoofing attack (1b), when the legitimate
transmitter is transmitting a signal to the legitimate receiver, the spoofer is
also transmitting the deceiving signal with higher transmission power.

5) Non-repudiation: When the data is authenticated, it

should be transmitted or received without being denied by

legitimate users.

III. STUDIES IN PHYSICAL LAYER SECURITY

Spoofing attack studies can be classified into two main

categories; detection methods and countermeasures.

A. Detection Methods

1) Localization of Spoofing Attacks: In spoofing attacks,

estimating the location of the attacker has received a lot of

attention from researchers. In the literature, numerous local-

ization techniques were proposed. Mainly, a few techniques are

utilized to provide security against spoofers. Such techniques

can be given as received signal strength (RSS), angle of

arrival (AoA) and time difference of arrival (TDoA) based

localization techniques.

(a) Received Signal Strength Based Localization: The open

nature of wireless signals leads to transmitted signals being

available at each receiver in the environment. The RSS of the

transmitted signals is widely used in wireless communication

systems for various purposes. By looking at the RSS of the

transmitted signal, the receiver can obtain (or extract) some

information about the transmitter. One critical information is

said to be the location of the transmitter [7]. In physical

layer security studies, spoofing attacks can also be detected

or localized by utilizing the RSS measurements [1], [8], [9].

To locate the spoofers (or transmitters in general), multiple

receivers (or anchors) work collaboratively, and measure the

RSSs of the transmitted signals. Based on these RSS measure-

ments, transmitters’ locations can be estimated by utilizing the

fingerprinting or propagation based schemes [9].

While RSS is utilized to locate the transmitters, it has some

weaknesses. As given in [9], if the spoofer uses smart antenna

to create beams with various beam widths and peak power

in different directions, multiple receivers in different locations

will measure the RSS of the spoofer wrongly. For instance, if

a receiver which is close to the spoofer stands in the null of the

spoofer beams, measured RSS level would be low. So, it will

be assumed that the spoofer is far from this relevant receiver.

With all RSS reports taken from all receivers, the spoofers’

location would be estimated wrong. If there is a legitimate

transmitter in the estimated location, the legitimate receiver

will reject the signals coming from the legitimate transmitter

and accept the ones coming from the spoofer.

There are many impairments which have an effect on RSS.

Such effects can be given as path loss, transmit power level,

antenna gain, shadowing etc. Mathematically, RSS is defined

as

RSS(dB) = Ptx + ρ− PL (1)

where Ptx is the transmit power, ρ is the antenna gain and PL

is the path loss. As seen in (1), dependency on Ptx can weaken

the RSS based spoofing localization. Since the spoofer can

easily adjust the Ptx, it can manipulate the RSS readings on

the receiver, which would cause the wrong location estimation

[10].

(b) Angle of Arrival Based Localization: As the name

implies, the angles of arriving signals are calculated to estimate

the location of the transmitters in the AoA technique. When

compared to RSS based localization, the AoA technique

provides more accurate positioning [11]. In [12], this tech-

nique is utilized to locate the spoofers. Applicability of this

technique depends on the number of antennas in the receiver

which necessitates at least two antennas which increase the

complexity and the cost of the receiver in terms of detection

of the spoofing attacks [13]. When it is employed in an indoor

environment, because of the intensive multipath components

and non-line of sight (NLOS) communication, its accuracy

degrades [14].

(c) Time Difference of Arrival Based Localization: When

a transmitter sends a message, the arrival time difference

of two consecutive pulses is utilized to find the location of

the transmitter. When multiple receivers whose locations are

known receive the pulses, they measure the time differences

of the pulses. While the time synchronization is not needed

in transmitter, it is important to have synchronization in the

receivers to be able to measure the time difference correctly.

Based on this measurement, transmitter’s location can be

estimated. When TDoA is calculated and the location is

determined, a source-ID is assigned to this location estimation
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[15]. If another message arrives at the receivers with different

source-ID, the message is considered to be transmitted by a

spoofer. Since the TDoA technique needs multiple receivers

to compute the location of the transmitter, it will increase the

complexity and the cost of the system as in AoA technique

[16].

2) Channel Based Prevention Methods Against Spoofing
Attacks: The channel is an important component in wireless

communication systems. Since the channel has a uniqueness

feature, it can be utilized to provide secure communication.

In the literature, many studies consider the unique channel

between legitimate transceiver to prevent the spoofing attacks

[2], [17].

In channel based solutions, fingerprints or link signatures

are utilized against the spoofing attacks. Such examples to link

signatures can be given as amplitude, phase, multipath delay

of the signals. Since the link signatures are obtained from the

channel impulse response (CIR), the change on the transmit-

ter’s place would lead to the change on CIR, hence, also in the

link signatures [18]. When the legitimate transmitter sends a

message, the receiver performs the link estimation and assigns

it as a reference link signature. Because of being in different

location, the link signature of the spoofer would differ from the

legitimate transmitter’s one. When the spoofer’s link signature

is compared with reference, the receiver would decide that the

signal is not transmitted from legitimate transmitter, and reject

it. In [2], power delay profile (PDP) of the channel is derived

to perform the spoofing attack identification. Since, the method

is distance dependent, this dependency limits the applicability

of the algorithm to certain areas. For instance, in health care

domain, legitimate transmitter is usually closer to receiver than

the attacker. If the attacker is closer to receiver or at the same

place with the legitimate transmitter, the receiver might make

a wrong decision or not be able to distinguish whether the

message is coming from the attacker or legitimate transmitter.

So, the algorithm might fail.

Most of the channel dependent security solutions are pro-

posed when a transceiver is assumed to be static, i.e., mobility

is not considered. If any of the transceivers is mobile, the

proposed techniques would fail. To overcome this issue, in

[19], authors provide a spoofing detection algorithm based on

channel frequency response (CFR) statistics by considering

the time variations which stems from the mobility of the

transceiver. But, these studies are performed according to

pedestrian speed, i.e., for the slowly varying channels. This

solution might also fail when a high speed vehicle is in

question.

It is worth mentioning that to be able to determine if the

signal is coming from the legitimate transmitter or spoofer,

the receiver performs the hypothesis testing in channel based

solutions. The detailed explanation of the hypothesis testing

in general can be seen in Section IV-A.

3) Game Theoretical Methods Against Spoofing Attacks:
Game theory (GT) is a mathematical tool to manage selfish

users who interact with each other. Players, strategies and

utility function are three fundamental components required to

be defined. Based on the utility function, each user (player)

acts with its own strategy. The aim is to reach the Nash

equilibrium (NE). When NE is reached, no player will intend

to do unilateral deviation.

In physical layer security studies, GT is used to detect the

spoofing attacks. In [20], Bayesian games are utilized to detect

the spoofers probabilistically in the environment. It is assumed

that there are two players in the game. Player 1 might be

either a licensed user or spoofer (or emulator) and player 2 is

a secondary user (SU). The utility (u(i)) of player i is based on

the revenue r gained and cost c paid, i.e., u(i) = r(i)− c(i).
By utilizing the payoff matrix, the pure and mixed strategy

equilibrium can be obtained with the dominance solvability

method. When the NE is reached, the attacker would be de-

tected. Similar to [21], in [22], a multistage game is proposed

to detect the emulator. The players are defined as SU and the

attacker (emulator). Attacker in this game does not transmit

the spoofing signal continuously, instead, it acts intelligently

and performs primary user emulation attack (PUEA) with

some probability. As shown in the paper, mixed strategy NE

is attained by the SU. However, in these solutions, when a

mobility is considered, since it is difficult to reach the NE,

proposed techniques might fail.

B. Countermeasures to Spoofing Attacks

Physical layer security studies against spoofing attacks are

basically investigated in terms of detectability of such attacks

as explained above. In a few papers, prevention methods are

also studied. Providing a countermeasure to spoofing attacks

is another critical step. Otherwise, as mentioned in Section

III-A, the spoofer can utilize the drawbacks or weaknesses of

the detection algorithms and continue deceiving the receiver.

In the literature, countermeasures are mainly proposed based

on encryption methods [23]. In terms of providing the security

in physical layer, jamming and GT based prevention methods

are proposed. In [24], authors protect the implantable medical

devices (IMD) from the spoofing attacks. To fulfill this aim,

they designed the new device called shield. Shield acts as a

relay between the programmer and the IMD. One of the most

important duties of shield is to protect the tranceived data

against the attackers. It provides two types of security. When

an IMD sends a report to the programmer about a patient,

the shield jams this data to prevent it from being captured by

eavesdroppers. Since, the shield knows the jamming signal,

it can decode the transmitted data and forward it to the

programmer. Secondly, when a spoofer sends a deceiving data

to the IMD, the shield again jams this signal to preclude the

IMD to be able to decode this deceiving data.

Another prevention method is proposed in wireless sensor

networks (WSN). The power consumption is important to

increase the sensors’ life in WSN. Therefore, any proposed

security techniques for the WSNs should not increase the

battery usage. Security becomes more critical nowadays since

WSN applications are deployed with an immense growth. In

[25], a security technique against spoofing attacks is proposed

in WSNs. Security is provided by the base station (BS) of the
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WSN. Since the BS is the transmitter rather than the receiver

as the case in most current solutions in the literature, and the

sensors act as receivers all the time, the BS is assumed to

have a capability of estimating the spoofing signals. When a

spoofer is attacking, the BS will detect this attack and transmit

a jamming signal to the environment. The aim of the BS is

to disrupt the deceiving signal to make it undecodable by the

sensors.

A GT based countermeasure is proposed in [26]. In cog-

nitive radio networks, there are primary users (PU)s and SUs

who are licensed and unlicensed users, respectively. When a

SU is willing to employ the PU’s band, it needs to perform

spectrum sensing to determine the unoccupied or idle bands. If

there is/are available band(s), then the SU can use it to transmit

a signal. Since the PU has a priority to use the spectrum, SU

should avoid the bands utilized by the PU. In terms of physical

layer security, this naive cognitive structure can be exploited

by the attackers. In the literature, there is a type of attack

called PUEA. An attacker acts as PU to cause other SUs not

to use the idle bands. In [26], PUEA is investigated in terms of

corrupting the communication of SU. When a SU determines

an unoccupied band by a PU, an attacker will act as a PU and

prevent the communication of SU. For SU to get rid of this

attack, it needs to jump to another channel to communicate.

Authors utilize the random frequency hopping scheme to find

available channels with some probability. They assume that,

in this case, an attacker also needs to hop randomly. They do

this study with known and unknown channel statistics in [26]

and [27], respectively. However, as indicated in the paper, this

solution method can only be applied when there are multiple

available channels in the environment. For single channel case,

this method would fail. In [28], similar method is used to

defend the SU against PUEA.

IV. METRICS TO EVALUATE THE APPLICABILITY OF

SOLUTION METHODS

In this section, we will provide the metrics used in the

spoofing attack studies.

A. False Alarm & Miss Detection Rates

Hypothesis testing is a measure of the probability for a given

hypothesis (or claim). This hypothesis may or may not be true.

There are two types of hypotheses.

1) H0: Null hypothesis

2) H1: Alternative hypothesis

Two types of errors are defined to find the false alarm and

miss detection.

1) Type I Error: H1 is decided, when in fact H0 is true. It

can be named as false alarm, too.

2) Type II Error: H0 is decided, when in fact H1 is true.

It can be named as miss detection,too.

The probability of false alarm, P (H1|H0), and the proba-

bility of miss detection, P (H0|H1), can be denoted as PFA

and PMD, respectively in detection theory. PFA and PMD are

aimed to be reduced. If the system has high, for instance, PFA,
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Fig. 2. Pictorial definition of PFA and PMD [2]

this can lead to a vital mistake in the decision-making phase. In

such a critical example, if a troop aims at estimating whether

or not there is an enemy in a given field, the system can warn

about the existence of enemy mistakenly, i.e., while there is

no enemy, the system can respond as an enemy existence.

Therefore, the troop can unintentionally reveal his place by

means of surviving himself against the virtual enemy. While

decreasing PFA and PMD, on the contrary, another aim is to

increase the probability of detection, 1−P (H0|H1), which is

denoted as PD.

Pictorially, PFA and PMD can be seen in Fig. 2. The

figure shows the power delay profile of a spoofer and a

transmitter obtained in the receiver when they are 20m and

10m away from the receiver, respectively. If the aim is to

detect the spoofer, the red curve shows the spoofer’s detection

probability, PD, which is the clear part of the red curve.

When the analysis is performed with unknown parameters,

as introduced in [19], generalized likelihood ratio test which

deals with the estimation of the parameters achieved by

utilizing the maximum likelihood estimator type of equalizers

can be employed in the system.

B. Receiver Operating Characteristics

Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves show the

accuracy of the detected signal against false alarms according

to some threshold shown in Fig. 2. ROC curves can sit

to two different regions diminished by a diagonal dashed

line as depicted in Fig. 3. When the ROC curve bows up

towards ’good region’, the receiver is said to have good

detection performance. Contrarily, when the ROC curve bows

up towards ’bad region’, the receiver is said to have bad

detection performance, i.e., the detection is failed.

It is important to have more bowed-up curve. That’s, if the

curve is more bowed up, then the accuracy of PD increases.

In other words, false alarm can occur in the higher PD.

This can be obtained by measuring the area under the curve,

0 � area � 1. For instance, as seen in Fig. 3, PD would
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be achieved with a higher accuracy for the transmitter who is

10m away from the receiver when compared to a spoofer who

is 20m away from the receiver. In this case, the transmitter’s

signal will be separated from the spoofer’s signal which will

increase the detection performance.

C. Precision, Recall and F-Measure

The metrics defined above provide the relevant results when

there is only one attacker in the environment. These metrics

may not give sufficient enough information in the detection

phase of the existence of multiple attackers. In order to

estimate the multiple attackers, precision and recall metrics

can be utilized. In information retrieval field, precision is

defined as the ratio of the relevant data to data subset which

is extracted from the whole data set. On the other hand, recall

is the ratio of the relevant data in the data subset to relevant

data in the whole data set. For instance, let’s assume there are

7 red, 5 black balls in a box. When 4 balls are picked, if 3

balls are red, then the precision is said to be 3/4 while the

recall is 3/7.

Mathematically, precision and recall measures can be de-

fined with the false positive (FP), false negative (FN), and

true positive (TP) parameters.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

In these parameters, while true and false show the observa-

tion, positive and negative show the expectation. For instance,

when the spoofer is attacking the receiver, if the receiver

estimates that the signal is coming from the spoofer, it is said

that the estimation is TP.

F-measure, or F-score, gives the accuracy of the measured

(or estimated) data and defined as

F = 2
Precision.Recall

Precision+Recall

V. CONCLUSION AND OPEN ISSUES

Security in physical layer is a critical concept in wireless

communications. Since the wireless signals are open and

accessible in nature, it encourages the attackers in terms of

eavesdropping, jamming or spoofing the legitimate commu-

nication. In this paper, we surveyed and reviewed one of

the most significant attacks, the spoofing attack. Since the

aim is to deceive the receiver, it becomes highly critical

to detect these attacks. Otherwise, if the receiver does not

detect the spoofers, the result might be vital or fatal such

as in health care or military domain. On the other hand,

as mentioned in Section III-A, each detection method has

weaknesses. To overcome these weaknesses, countermeasures

should be improved against spoofing attacks. So, detection

and countermeasures together will provide very high level

protection.
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Fig. 3. Sample ROC curve based on the power delay profile of the legitimate
transmitter and spoofer [2]

In the literature, some location algorithms are employed to

detect the spoofing attacks. There are numerous localization

techniques as seen in [29]. When multiple spoofers exist in the

same environment, how to determine the number of attackers

and their locations is an important further study. How accurate

are the proposed localizations techniques in this case?

Multiple antennas are mainly used to increase the data rate

in the wireless communication systems. In security studies,

they are utilized to provide security. When the spoofing attacks

are in question, they are primarily used to find the direction of

the received signal for the positioning purpose. There are still

more opportunities in multiple antenna usage. Countermeasure

methods are open for the improvement as further study. Such

an example can be given from health care domain. Since the

frequency bands are very limited in medical services [30], to

jam the spoofer with the aim of preventing such attacks can

disrupt the other legitimate transceiver in the environment. To

overcome this issue, the transmitter can create a beam to jam

the spoofer while not harming the communication of other

transceivers.

Studies about spoofing attacks are performed from the re-

ceiver side, i.e., the receiver spoofing is considered in general.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, no study considers the

transmitter spoofing. For instance, one way of spoofing the

transmitter is to send repeat request. If the spoofer aims to

harm the communication without jamming, it can easily keep

sending repeat request to the transmitter. Since, the transmitter

would transmit the same signal, the communication would be

disrupted. Especially, in military domain, if the eavesdropping

of the military is not possible because of an implemented

physical layer security method, the troops can be directed to

the intended place of enemies in the battling area by causing

that the same command is sent by the legitimate transmitter.

Transmitter spoofing is another area for the future research.

In channel based approaches, solutions were mainly pro-

posed with the assumption of the static users. Very few studies
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consider the mobility which is for pedestrian speed. Since the

channel has uniqueness feature, it is important to exploit this

feature. In reality, while, for some cases, the users would be

static, in some other cases, users would be mobile such as the

users in aircraft or high speed vehicles. So, the security should

also be provided in these fast varying channel conditions. This

also needs further investigation.
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